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Abstract. In a recent paper, V. M. Sehgal discussed continuous

self-mappings of a complete metric space with a contractive iterate

at each point of the space. Sehgal showed that such mappings have

a unique fixed point and the sequence of iterates of any point in the

space converges to the fixed point. In the present paper, the result

of Sehgal is generalized to mappings which are not necessarily con-

tinuous and which have a contractive iterate at each point in a

(possibly proper) subset of the space.

1. Introduction. Let (AT, d) be a metric space and f:X—>X a

mapping. Let/" denote the «th iterate of/ (/°(x) —x), and, for A EX,

let cl A represent the closure of A.

In a recent paper,  [l], V. M. Sehgal proved the following result.

Theorem 1. Let iX, d) be a complete metric space, and f:X^X a

continuous mapping satisfying the condition : there exists a k < 1 such

that for each xEX, there is a positive integer nix) such that for all yEX

(1) dif^iy),f^\x)) ^kdiy,x).

Thenf has a unique fixed point u andfnix0) -^ufor each xoEX.

In this paper we investigate mappings which are not necessarily

continuous, and satisfy a weaker form of (1) for a (possibly proper)

subset of X. We present results which extend Theorem 1 and show

furthermore that this theorem remains true when the hypothesis of

continuity is removed. Examples are given to show that our results

are indeed extensions.

The author is grateful to the referee for suggesting the improved

version of Theorem 3 presented in this paper.

2. The proof of the following lemma and subsequent theorem

follow the line of argument presented in [l].

Lemma. Let iX, d) be a metric space and f:X^X a mapping. Let

BEX withfiB)EB. If there exists a uEB and a positive integer n(w)

such thatfnMiu) =u and
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(2) d(/" <">(*),/"<">(«)) ̂  kd(x, u)

for some A<1 and all xEB, then u is the unique fixed point of f in B

and fn(yo)^>u for each yoEB.

Proof. By (2), u is the unique fixed point for /n(u) in B. Then

/(«) =/(/"(u)(«)) =/n(u)(/(M)) implies that/(w) =w. But then u is the

unique fixed point of/ in B. Let yoEB, and note that f(B)EB im-

plies that {fn(yo):n^l}CB. Let

a(yt>) = max{á(/m(y0), w):l ¿«S w(«) — l}

and for n sufficiently large, write n=r-n(u) +s with r>0, 0^s<»(m).

Then

d(f»(yo), u) = ¿(/'•«("'+i(yo),/nW(«))

g Ad(/e-1>*>«+«(:yo), «)£'•••

g k'd(f°(yo), u) g *ra(y0),

and it follows that/n(y0)—*u.

Theorem 2. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and letf:X—>X be

a mapping. Suppose there exists BQX such that

(a)/(3)C7?,
(b) for some A<1 and each yEB there is an integer n(y)^i with

d(J"W(x), fniv)(y))^kd(x, y) for all xEB, and

(c) for some x0EB, cl |/n(x0) :»è 1} CB.

Then there is a unique uEB such thatf(u) =u andf"(yo)—*ufor each

yoEB. Furthermore, if d(fnM(x),fnM(u)) ^kd(x, u) for allxEX, then

u is unique in X and fn(x0)—*u for each x0EX.

Proof. If yEB, one can easily show that r(y) = supnd(Jn(y), y) is

finite. For the x0EB hypothesized in (c), let m0 = n(xo), xi=fmo(x0),

and inductively (because of (a) and (b)) let ffl,=n(ïi), xi+i=fm<(xi).

By routine calculation one can show that the following inequalities

hold:

d(xi+i, Xi) g frdif^ixo), xB) g *V(*o), » è i,

ä *<
d(xj, Xi) g 2_i d(xi+i, xi) g- r(x0),       j > i.

i=i 1 — A

It follows that the sequence {xí} is Cauchy. Using completeness and

(c) we have Xi—>uEB. Thus there is an integer »(«)^ 1 such that

d(JnM(y),fnW(i*)) g kd(y, u)

for each yEB. It follows that f^{xi)^>fnW(u). Then
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d(fnW(u), u) = lim d(f»<*>(xi), Xi).
i

However,

d(fn(u)(xi), Xi) = <*(/-<-'•/»<»>(xi_1),/'»<->(xf_1))

g kd(f"W (xi^i), x,-_i) ̂

^ kid(fnW(xo), x0) —► 0        as t -* «.

HencefnM(u) =u. By the lemma, u is the unique fixed point of/ in P

and/"(y0)—m for each yoGP.

The last assertion of the theorem follows directly from the lemma.

This completes the proof.

Remarks. Since x„—hi implies fnM(xn)-^fnlu'>(u) for any/satisfy-

ing (2) in the lemma, the proof of the following theorem follows

immediately from the lemma.

Theorem 3. Let (X, d) be a metric space, f:X—>X a mapping, and

u, yoEX with f"(yo)—>u. If f satisfies (2) for all xEX, then f has a
unique fixed point uEX and fn(x0)—>u for each x0EX.

3. In this section we present three examples which show that

Theorem 2 is an extension of Theorem 1 (even when the continuity

condition is removed from the latter). All sets have the usual metric.

Example 1. Define/: [O, l]->[0, l] by

f(x) = \, if x irrational,

= 1 — x,        if x rational.

Then /(§) =\. For any A<1, let B= \^}yJA, where A is any col-

lection of irrationals in [0, l]. Simple computations show that B

cannot contain any rational xt^\.

Example 2. Define/: [0, l]-»[0, l] by

f(x) = 1 — x,       if x irrational,

= x, if x rational.

Then each rational x is a fixed point. For any A<1, let B= {x\, x

rational.

Example 3. LetP= {o}U irrationals in [0, 1) and define/: [0, 1)

-*[0, 1) by

/(*) =0, x G B,

= 2-»x,       x G [2-", 2-t"-1)) ~B,   « = 1, 2, • • • .
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Then 0 is the unique fixed point for/ in [0, 1). For each x0E [0, 1),

/■"(xo)—>0 and

difix0),fiO)) gfa(*,,0).

We shall show that there exists x0G [0, 1) such that for each m^l

there exists xmE[0, 1) with

difmixm),fmix0)) = dixm, xo).

Let xo = § and let a(iw)=2m, w^l. The following properties of/

may be easily verified:

(i)/*(*)= 2-<»>.
in) fm+1ih) = [fmih)]2-[fih)]a(m).

(iii) /»(*) =4- [/m(i)]2x if 2-2^x<2-!.

For each m¡zl, let ym = (2a(m)+2)_1. By using (i)-(iii) above we

have

difmii),fmii - ym)) = d(i, h - Jm),       m è 1.

Thus/ has no contractive iterate at §.
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